
REF: # 9426 SAN MIGUEL (SAN MIGUEL)

INFO

PRIS: 299.999 €

BOLIG TYPE: Villa 

STED:
San Miguel 
(San Miguel) 

SOVEROM: 3 

Bad: 3

BOAREAL ( m2 ): 220

TOMT ( m2 ): 1.000 

Terrasse ( m2 ): - 

ÅR: -

ETASJER: 1

MELDING -

BESKRIVELSE

Wonderful VILLA IN SAN MIGUEL DE SALINAS. This 220m2 property is 
on a large plot of 1000m² and located in a rural area close to the centre, 
you will be greeted by a lovingly landscaped garden, an 8x4m pool with 
counter-current system and a fully equipped outdoor kitchen which 
invites you to barbecue or chill out with friends all year round. Sufficient 
shade is provided by the south and south-west facing veranda with its 
panoramic inland view. The house has underfloor heating, which is 
powered by photovoltaics, so you have a cosy atmosphere even in the 
cooler months. The master bedroom surprises with its walk-in wardrobe. 
Two further bedrooms offer enough space for all the family. From the 
optimally equipped kitchen, you reach the winter garden with Jacuzzi and 
a refreshing shower. Ample storage space of approx. 90m² can be found 
in the basement, which is currently unfinished. San Miguel is a cosy and 
pleasant small village that offers everything, even a health centre, many 
good restaurants, a supermarket, a weekly market, shops, etc. It is not 
far from the Salt Lake in Torrevieja, the sea and beautiful beaches of the 
Orihuela Costa are only 13km away, here you will also find other 



amenities such as the famous shopping centre Zenia Boulevard and the 
most beautiful golf courses in the region, Villamartin, Los Colinas, 
Campoamor are only 8km away. Nearest Airports: Murcia and Alicante 
50 minutes away. This beautiful detached villa in the lovely village of San 
Miguel de Salinas is a real gem. Ideally located close to amenities, 
beautiful beaches and golf courses. This villa is a MUST SEE!

ENERGETIC CERTIFIED



STIL

Rustik
Mediterranean

UTSIKT

Panorama
Fjell utsikt

AIRCONDITION

Sentral aircondition

SKATT

I.B.I : 368 €

KJØKKEN

Hvitevarer

HAGE TERASSER

Ooverbygd terasse
Åpen terasse
Utebelysning
Automatisk vanningsystem
Palme trær
Opparbeidet hage
Inngjerdet
Elektrisk port
Barbeque
Privat hage



PROPERTY GALLERY



















"OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR GUARANTEE"


